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The reactivity of radical cation carboxylic acids is investigated on the basis of mass

spectrometry, infrared-vacuum ultraviolet (IR-VUV) photoionization spectroscopy, and

high level correlated ab initio calculations. Their reactivity is found to be highly conformation

specific and is governed by their initial charge distribution following ionization. In the present

work, the radical cations of lactic acid, pyruvic acid, glycine, and valine are studied to probe

their stability and conformation specific reactivity following single photon, vertical ionization at

10.5 eV. For lactic acid, glycine, and valine, the localization site of the hole following sudden

removal of an electron depends on their specific intramolecular hydrogen bonding network. Lactic

acid, glycine, and valine undergo complete fragmentation following vertical ionization at 10.5 eV;

however, pyruvic acid does not completely dissociate following vertical ionization. Only 45% of

the pyruvic acid parent ions undergo Ca–Ccarboxylic bond dissociation. If the hole is localized on

the COOH moiety of glycine, valine, and lactic acid, a hydrogen transfer is favored from the

COOH to the a-substituent. If the hole is localized on the a-hydroxy or -amine substituent and

the singly occupied molecular orbital (SOMO, where the hole resides) is parallel to the

Ca–Ccarboxylic bond, Ca–Ccarboxylic bond dissociation occurs through charge transfer from

the a-substituent to the Ca–Ccarboxylic bond. The present study reveals that the specific

conformations of a-substituted carboxylic acids govern their radical cationic reactivity.

The radical cation of pyruvic acid exhibits a special stability due to enolization of the a-keto
form on the cationic surface.

Introduction

Radical cation intermediates of a-substituted carboxylic acid

based biological building blocks, such as amino acids, peptides

and proteins, lactic acid, and pyruvic acid, have major roles in

biochemistry and medicinal chemistry,1 and are responsible

for the development of a wide range of human physiological

disorders.2,3 In the past few years, the properties of different

bioactive carboxylic acid derived radicals have attracted

considerable attention, both from experimental4–10 and theoretical

points of view.11–22

The location of the charge and hydrogen bonding in a

radical cation is of great importance for its reactivity and

stability.23 One of the most important aspects of the reaction

dynamics of radical cation intermediates of peptides involves

an extremely rapid (subfemtosecond) transfer of charge24 and

alteration of their reactivity due to variation of local sites for

ionization.23 Recent theoretical studies have predicted that

charge migration in radical cations of glycine, following the

removal of an electron from three different orbitals, strongly

depends on specific orientations of the atoms in the molecule

(conformations).25 Such charge migration can lead to distinct

reaction dynamics for different glycine conformers;26 however,

this prediction has not yet been experimentally confirmed.

The flexibility of three dimensional structures of a-substituted
bioactive carboxylic acids permits great conformational diversity.

Different conformers can interconvert via hindered rotations

about single bonds, giving rise to conformational isomerism.

The behavior of these ionized conformers can be governed by

their initial detailed molecular structures. Therefore, a detailed

characterization of conformation specific reactivity of radical

cation intermediates of a-substituted bioactive carboxylic

acids would be invaluable for understanding the phenomenon

of oxidative stress at a molecular level. A few studies of

conformer selective dynamics of isolated radical cation inter-

mediates of a-substituted bioactive carboxylic acids have

recently appeared in literature.26,27

For unambiguous tracking of a conformation specific

biochemical reaction and its dynamics, isolation, identification,

and fragmentation behavior of conformations are essential

prerequisites. We carry out such an analysis using a supersonic

jet expansion to obtain an internal temperature low enough

to suppress interconversion between different conformers of

lactic acid (a-hydroxy acid), pyruvic acid (a-keto acid), and

glycine and valine (a-amino acids). Once the conformers are

trapped in different local minima of their ground state potential
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energy surfaces (PESs), conformation specific fragmentation

patterns for radical cation intermediates are proven by observing

different infrared (IR) spectra (corresponding to different

conformers) obtained at different mass spectrometric fragment

signals generated through the ionization process. The experi-

mental studies are accompanied by highly correlated ab initio

calculations at the MP2 and CASSCF levels of theory. The

conformation specific differences in reactivity are explained by

conformation mediated localization of the positive charge (or

hole) on the radical cations formed through single photon

vacuum ultraviolet (10.5 eV) ionization.

Experimental methods

The experimental setup used to record time of flight mass

spectra and IR-VUV ionization spectra has been previously

described in detail.28 Lactic acid and pyruvic acid are placed

behind a pulsed valve body (Parker General Valve series 9)

and are heated to about 50 1C to increase their vapor pressure.

The gaseous molecules are brought into the molecular beam

by a neon/helium gas mixture (69%/31%) at 30 psig backing

pressure. After passing through a skimmer, the molecular

beam interacts with pulsed VUV and IR laser beams in the

ionization region of a time of flight mass spectrometer.

The IR laser beam, which precedes by 70 ns and counter-

propagates with respect to the 118 nm laser beam, is focused at

the VUV/molecular beam interaction point by a 80 cm focal

length lens to probe neutral ground state species. The 118 nm

radiation is the ninth harmonic of the fundamental output of a

Nd:YAG laser at 1064 nm. 355 nm radiation (third harmonic)

of the Nd:YAG laser is focused into a cell filled with Xe/Ar at

a ratio of 1 : 10 at 200 Torr total pressure. An MgF2 lens

focuses the 118 nm light in the ionization region of the time of

flight mass spectrometer (TOFMS) and disperses the remaining

355 nm light. The tunable IR laser output generated by an

OPO/OPA system (LaserVision), pumped by 532 nm radiation

from another Nd:YAG laser, has an energy of 3-5 mJ/pulse

and a bandwidth of B2 cm�1 in the 2800–3800 cm�1 range.

Theoretical methods

For rigorous descriptions of the PES of radical cationic bio-

active carboxylic acids, highly correlated multiconfigurational

methods are necessary.29 These multiconfigurational methodo-

logies are particularly important for calculating surfaces with

‘‘near degeneracy effects’’ caused by presence of conical inter-

sections between the many low lying valance ion states.

Ground electronic surface topology is often found29 to be

altered by proximity of an upper excited electronic state

surface along a particular reaction coordinate near a conical

intersection, which can only be calculated through multi-

configurational methods. Monoconfigurational methods such

as HF or MP2 often overestimate or underestimate the energy

barrier to a transition state on the ground electronic surface of

the radical ion near conical intersections. Illustrations of

such a consideration are found recently for many organic

compounds.30 Therefore, in the present work, exploration of

cationic PESs is performed using the CASSCF level of theory.

Furthermore, a number of configurations are expected to

contribute to a particular electronic state of the radical

cations. In fact, for glycine the nsO and npO configurations

have equal weight (0.5) near the (D1/D0)CI on the ground

cationic PES. The use of multiconfigurational methodology to

explore PESs of the radical cationic lactic acid, glycine, valine,

and pyruvic acid is thereby mandatory. In order to calculate

dynamic correlation, more expensive CASMP2 or CCSD(T)

can be used; however, dynamical correlation energy is not

always a contributing factor to the total energy. In particular,

CASMP2 results do not improve the energetics significantly

for the radical cation intermediates studied here. Thus the less

expensive CASSCF level of theory with a 6-31G(d) basis set is

used in the present study. Improving the basis set does not

significantly improve the energetics at the CASSCF level of

theory as long as a balanced active space is employed.31

All geometry optimizations relevant to the ion state decom-

position of lactic acid, pyruvic acid, glycine, and valine are

carried out at the CASSCF/6-31G(d) and MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ

levels of theory using the Gaussian 0332 and MOLPRO33

programs. To explore the ion state PESs, the active space

comprises 9 electrons distributed in 8 orbitals, denoted as

CASSCF(9,8). The orbitals used in the active space of lactic

acid, pyruvic acid, glycine, and valine are illustrated in Figure

S1 in the Supporting Information. We determine the lowest

vertical ionization energy (EVI) by explicitly calculating the

energy difference between the neutral and cation at the

Franck–Condon geometry employing the MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ

level of theory. Critical points (minima and transition states)

are characterized by analytical frequency calculations. Minimum

energy paths are calculated using an intrinsic reaction coordinate

(IRC) algorithm implemented in the Gaussian 03 program

suite. Conical intersection searches are performed using the

algorithm implemented in Gaussian 03.

Experimental results

Lactic acid

Lactic acid has three internal rotation axes that can give rise to

a number of conformational isomers. It also has a chiral

carbon which leads to the existence of enantiomers. As IR-VUV

photoionization spectroscopy is not sensitive to molecular

chirality effects, identification of different enantiomers of lactic

acid is not possible using this spectroscopic technique;

however, this technique can identify different conformers of

lactic acid present in the molecular beam.

The three lowest energy conformers of neutral lactic acid

with calculated (MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ) relative energies (in

kcal/mol) are depicted in Fig. 1. These results are in agreement

with previous theoretical calculations,34 and the available

microwave35 and FTIR36 spectroscopy data. The conformers

differ mainly by different types of intramolecular hydrogen

bonding linkages: O–H.....O=C (conformer I), O–H� � �O(H)CO

(conformer II), and C(O)O–H� � �O–H (conformer III).

Conformer I in Fig. 1 represents the lowest energy conformer.

The remaining possible conformers, which are not shown in

the figure, are estimated to have a total population of less

than 0.1% at 298 K,36 and therefore is disregarded in the

present study.
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Fig. 2 shows the TOF mass spectrum of lactic acid obtained

through single photon ionization at 10.5 eV. The ion signals at

m/z = 44 and 30 amu correspond to H3CC(H)CO+ and

HCOH+ fragments, respectively. The absence of a parent

ion signal indicates that lactic acid undergoes complete molecular

fragmentation following single photon vertical ionization at

10.5 eV. The more intense fragment ion signal at m/z = 44 amu

in the mass spectrum can be assigned to a product resulting

from the intramolecular hydrogen transfer from the a-OH to

the COOH group followed by the breaking of the Ca–Ccarboxylic

bond from either conformer I or II. This fragment ion signal

cannot be generated from conformer III because the hydrogen

bond is formed by the carboxylic acid OH group’s H atom

bonding to the a-OH group. The ion signal atm/z=30 amu can

be attributed to a product formed upon direct Ca–Ccarboxylic

bond dissociation followed by the elimination of the CH3 radical

from all three lowest energy conformers of lactic acid. Therefore,

with the diversity of different possible fragmentation pathways

for each conformer, the TOFMS alone does not enable us to

identify unambiguously the fragmentation patterns of the radial

cation intermediates of lactic acid in a conformation specific way.

IR-VUV photoionization spectroscopy can, however, aid in such

analysis.

The infrared spectra of lactic acid, recorded by monitoring

the fragment signals at m/z = 44 and 30 amu obtained

through IR-VUV spectroscopy, are presented in Fig. 3.

Enhancement of the ion signal intensity is observed at both

fragment mass channels when the IR radiation is absorbed by

a characteristic normal mode of vibration for a specific conformer

of lactic acid. Several calculated (MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ) scaled

(0.96) harmonic vibrational frequencies are also displayed in

Fig. 3 below the experimental spectra, with their corresponding

conformers. The IR spectra obtained at fragment mass channels

of m/z= 44 and 30 amu are in good agreement with the scaled

(0.96) harmonic calculated IR frequencies of conformers I and

II, respectively.

A qualitative assignment of the IR spectra can be generated

by considering the OH vibrational mode energy in light of its

involvement with hydrogen bonding. Hydrogen bonding in the

molecular system is responsible for the red shift (100–300 cm�1

depending on the strength of H-bond) in the nOH stretch

vibrational frequency compared to the free (non hydrogen

bonded) OH stretching mode.37 Additionally, absorption of

an OH stretching mode associated with a hydrogen bonded

OH moiety is also often broadened due to complex anharmonic

coupling mechanisms involving normal modes associated with

the O–H� � �O hydrogen bond forming atoms and other overtone

and combination modes.38

Fig. 1 The three lowest energy conformers of ground state (S0)

neutral lactic acid and pyruvic acid with calculated (MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ)

relative energies (in kcal/mol), showing their bond distances and bond

angles. The density plots for the SOMO (singly occupied molecular

orbital) of lactic acid and pyruvic acid at the Franck–Condon point on

the cationic D0 surface calculated at the CASSCF(9,8)/6-31G(d) level

of theory are also shown. The two colors for these orbitals indicate the

plus and minus phases of the wavefunctions.

Fig. 2 Time of flight mass spectrum for lactic acid ionized at 10.5 eV.

Fig. 3 IR-VUV spectra of lactic acid recorded monitoring fragment

signals at m/z = 44 and 30 amu in the region of free or hydrogen

bonded OH stretching modes. Colored vertical bars represents calculated

(MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ), scaled (0.96), harmonic frequencies for the

different conformers of lactic acid. For conformer I, the left vertical

bar indicates the hydrogen bonded OH stretch. For conformer II, the

right vertical bar indicates hydrogen bonded OH stretch.
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The above considerations are clearly pertinent for the

spectra in Fig. 3. Sharp peaks corresponding to the free

carboxylic acid OH stretch (near 3569 cm�1) are observed in

both spectra. A broad feature appears to the red of the free

carboxylic acid OH stretch in the IR spectrum obtained at

fragment mass channel m/z = 44 amu; this feature can be

assigned as a relatively strongly hydrogen bonded hydroxyl

OH stretch. A sharp feature appears to the blue of the free

carboxylic acid OH stretch in the IR spectrum recorded at

fragment mass channel m/z = 30 amu; this feature can be

attributed to a relatively free non hydrogen bonded hydroxyl

OH stretch. The relative positions of the hydroxyl OH stretching

mode (either hydrogen bonded or free) in the two spectra

provide qualitative information about the relative strength of

O–H� � �O intramolecular interaction for conformers I and II.

The larger red shift of the hydroxyl OH oscillator of

conformer I confirms that this conformer possesses a stronger

O–H� � �O hydrogen bond interaction. Absence of a strongly

red shifted hydroxyl OH oscillator in conformer II corroborates

a weak interaction between the a-hydroxy OH and COOH

groups. The mismatch between experimental and theoretical

results for hydrogen bonded or free hydroxyl OH frequencies

in the spectra presumably arises due to strong anharmonic

coupling and coupling between the harmonic frequency

mode and low frequency combination modes, which are not

considered in the calculation at the MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ level of

theory. The qualitative observation of a red shift of more than

130 cm�1 associated with the hydrogen bonding effect for

conformer I is, however, well reproduced in the calculation.

Therefore, the relative positions of hydroxyl OH stretching

mode (either hydrogen bonded or free) in the two spectra

provide clear information about the relative strength of

O–H� � �O intramolecular interaction for conformers I and II.

Furthermore, since a free hydroxyl OH vibration is

observed at 3610 cm�1 by monitoring the fragment signal at

m/z = 30 amu, one can conclude that conformer I has no

significant contribution to the ion signal at m/z = 30 amu. No

hydrogen bonded carboxylic acid OH stretch frequency is

observed in either of these spectra; thus the conformer III

does not contribute to either the fragment signal at m/z = 44

or 30 amu.

Pyruvic acid

Fig. 1 depicts the three lowest energy conformers of neutral

pyruvic acid with their calculated (MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ) relative

energies (in kcal/mol). The conformers differ by the type of

hydrogen bonding, and relative orientation of the a-keto
group with respect to the COOH group. Conformer I is the

lowest energy conformer, which is in agreement with the

literature.39,40 The TOF mass spectrum of pyruvic acid

obtained using single photon ionization at 10.5 eV is depicted

in Fig. 4. The spectrum contains a parent ion signal

at m/z = 88 amu and one fragment signal, corresponding to

H3CCO
+, at m/z = 43 amu. The fragment ion signal at

m/z = 43 amu can be attributed to a product resulting from

direct Ca–Ccarboxylic bond dissociation from all three low

energy conformers. Further identification of the different

conformers contributing to the direct Ca–Ccarboxylic bond

dissociation channel is performed using IR-VUV photoionization

spectroscopy.

The infrared spectrum, obtained by monitoring the pyruvic

acid parent ion signal at m/z = 88 amu, is given in Fig. 5. No

vibrational features are observed in the m/z = 43 amu mass

channel. An enhancement in ion signal intensity is observed at

the mass channel m/z = 88 amu (parent ion signal) when IR

radiation is absorbed by a specific normal mode of vibration

for a particular conformer of pyruvic acid. Enhancement of

the parent ion signal intensity in the presence of IR radiation

arises due to the enhancement in ionization cross section of the

parent molecule from its vibrationally excited states. The IR

spectrum in Fig. 5 displays two features resulting from the two

different environments of the carboxylic acid OH bond: one is

associated with the free OH stretch (3582 cm�1) and other is

associated with the hydrogen bonded carboxylic acid OH

stretch (3460 cm�1). The sharp feature in the spectrum at

3582 cm�1 exhibits an excellent fit with the calculated

IR frequency of the free carboxylic acid OH stretch for

conformers II and III, which is also in good agreement with

recent FTIR measurements.40 The broad feature to the red of

the free OH stretch in the spectrum can be ascribed to a

hydrogen bonded carboxylic OH stretch, which is qualitatively

consistent with the calculated vibrational frequency of hydrogen

bonded carboxylic acid OH stretch for conformer I. The free

carboxylic acid OH stretch observed at 3582 cm�1 is also in

agreement with the calculated vibrational frequency for the

conformer III; however, this conformer is estimated to have

total population less than 0.2% at 300 K using a Boltzmann

population distribution, and therefore, has been considered to

contribute little to the present study. We can, thus, conclude

that both conformers I and II are present in the molecular

beam. The only fragment signal observed following single

photon ionization of pyruvic acid at 10.5 eV corresponds to

H3CCO
+, at m/z = 43 amu; in principle, it can be generated

from both of these two conformers. The fragmentation

mechanism will be further explored using theoretical calculations.

Glycine and valine

To probe conformation specificity for the reactivity of radical

cationic glycine and valine we reillustrate here the results for

Fig. 4 Time of flight mass spectrum for pyruvic acid ionized at

10.5 eV. The ion signals denoted by * are due to diffusion pump oil

which was present in the vacuum chamber.
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these two molecules that were previously experimentally

examined by our group.41 We here reexamine some of those

results in order to assess conformation specificity for the

reactivity of radical cationic glycine and valine.

Three lowest energy conformers of neutral glycine and valine,

which differ again mainly by different types of intramolecular

hydrogen bonding linkages, are illustrated in Fig. 6. Single

photon ionization of glycine at 10.5 eV reveals two intense

fragment signals at m/z = 30 and 31 amu along with weaker

fragment signals at m/z = 42 and 43 amu.41 The fragment

signal at m/z = 30 amu (H2CNH2
+) can be attributed to a

product formed upon direct Ca–Ccarboxylic bond dissociation

from all three conformers of glycine. The fragment signal at

m/z = 31 amu (H2CNH3
+) can be assigned to a product

formed upon hydrogen transfer from the COOH to the a-NH2

group followed by Ca–Ccarboxylic bond dissociation. No IR

spectrum could be recorded monitoring the fragment signal at

m/z = 31 amu; however, in our original previous study,41 an

IR spectrum is obtained monitoring the fragment signal at

m/z= 30 amu, which is reproduced in Fig. 7. The IR spectrum

reveals three distinct features that arise due to free symmetric

(3360 cm�1) and asymmetric (3440 cm�1) NH2 stretches and a

free carboxylic acid OH stretch (3587 cm�1). This assignment

is consistent with the calculated scaled harmonic vibrational

frequencies for conformers I and III of glycine. No hydrogen

bonded carboxylic acid OH stretch is observed in the IR

spectrum obtained at the ion signal of m/z = 30 amu, which

indicates that the fragment H2CNH2
+ is not generated from

conformer II through Ca–Ccarboxylic bond dissociation. Only

conformers I and III, instead, follow the Ca–Ccarboxylic bond

dissociation pathway.

The fragment signal at m/z = 31 amu (H2CNH3
+) is

unique with regard to the possible fragmentation mechanism

of the glycine radical cation because it can only be

generated from conformer II through a hydrogen transfer

from the COOH group to the a-NH2 group followed by

Ca–Ccarboxylic bond dissociation. Thus, one can conclude that

the fragment CH2NH3
+ results from conformer II: this

assignment is experimentally demonstrated41 using an equivalent

fragment signal of valine obtained at m/z = 73 amu

((CH3)2C(H)C(H)NH3
+).

Fig. 5 IR-VUV spectra of pyruvic acid recorded monitoring the

parent ion signal at m/z = 88 amu in the region of free or hydrogen

bonded OH stretching modes. Colored vertical bars represent calculated

(MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ), scaled (0.96), harmonic frequencies for the

different conformers of pyruvic acid.

Fig. 6 The three lowest energy conformers of ground state (S0)

neutral glycine and valine with calculated (MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ) relative

energies (in kcal/mol), showing their bond distances and bond angles.

The density plots for the SOMO (singly occupied molecular orbital) of

glycine and valine at the Franck–Condon point on the cationic D0

surface calculated at the CASSCF(9,8)/6-31G(d) level of theory are

also shown. The two colors for these orbitals indicate the plus and

minus phases of the wavefunctions.

Fig. 7 IR-VUV spectra of glycine recorded monitoring the fragment

ion signal at m/z = 30 amu in the region of free or hydrogen bonded

OH stretching mode and NH2 stretching mode. Colored vertical bars

represent calculated (MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ), scaled (0.96), harmonic

frequencies for the different conformers of glycine. The IR spectrum

is reproduced from ref. 41.
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Single photon ionization of valine at 10.5 eV exhibits

fragment signals at m/z = 30, 72, and 73 amu.41 The fragment

signal at m/z = 73 amu can be related to a product formed

upon a hydrogen transfer from COOH to the a-NH2 group

followed by Ca–Ccarboxylic bond dissociation. The IR spectrum

(Fig. 8) obtained at this fragment mass channel (negative)

reveals a broad feature below 3300 cm�1, corresponding to a

hydrogen bonded carboxylic acid OH, and two distinguishable

bands, which arise from free symmetric (3346 cm�1) and

asymmetric (3436 cm�1) NH2 stretches. This assignment

is also in agreement with the calculated scaled harmonic

vibrational frequencies for conformer II of valine. The noticeable

broadening of each feature associated with symmetric and

asymmetric NH2 stretching modes in the spectrum possibly

arises from almost free rotation of the isopropyl group along

the Ca–Cb bond in valine, which renders two additional

conformers each retaining the hydrogen bonded network in

the a-amino carboxylic acid moiety or retaining possible

interactions between the NH2 and OH moieties.

The source of negative signals at the m/z = 73 amu mass

channel has already been discussed in our previous study,41

and here we briefly reiterate it for further clarification. As

mentioned above, the mass spectrum41 through single photon

ionization of valine at 10.5 eV shows, among others, two

fragment ions at m/z = 73 and 30 amu. Vibrational features

monitored in mass channel 73 amu arise from a loss of

intensity in the mass channel, whereas those obtained by

monitoring the mass channel m/z = 30 amu are found to

arise from a gain in intensity in the mass channel. Both of these

spectra, however, show two identical features in the NH2

stretching range, which belong to conformer II of valine. This

observation evidences that both fragment signals at m/z = 73

and 30 amu arise from the conformer II. Fragmentation of the

radical cation intermediate of conformer II begins with hydrogen

transfer from COOH to the a-NH2 group, followed by

Ca–CCOOH bond dissociation. This pathway produces

(CH3)2CHCHNH3
+ (m/z = 73 amu). In the presence of

absorbed IR radiation in the neutral molecule, the ionized

valine generates a more energetic cation that can surmount the

barrier to another fragmentation channel, generating

CHNH3
+ (m/z = 30 amu). This latter channel reduces the

number of valine cations fragmenting into the m/z = 73 amu

channel, and the signal intensity in this fragmentation channel

is thereby reduced; a negative dip spectrum is thus observed in

the m/z = 73 amu mass channel. Our previous study41

suggests that this new channel can be associated with generation

of the CHNH3
+ ion due to additional fragmentation of the

(CH3)2CHCHNH3
+ ion.

The fragment signal at m/z = 72 amu can be related to the

direct Ca–Ccarboxylic bond dissociation pathway for all three

conformers of valine. The IR spectrum (Fig. 8) obtained by

monitoring this fragment signal shows one hydrogen bonded

NH stretch (3309 cm�1) and one free NH stretch (3409 cm�1);

the position of each feature is clearly different from that

obtained at the fragment mass channel m/z = 73 amu. The

IR spectrum obtained monitoring the fragment signal at

m/z = 72 amu is also in agreement with the calculated scaled

vibrational frequencies for conformer I. In addition, each

spectral feature obtained monitoring the fragment signal at

m/z= 72 amu is associated with a weak shoulder, the position

of which is slightly blue to the more intense feature. The

shoulder peaks are in good agreement with the calculated

scaled vibrational frequencies of free and hydrogen bonded

NH stretches for conformer III. As mentioned above with

regard to the line widths of the NH stretch modes observed in

Fig. 8, the isopropyl group conformations may also be a

reason that the carboxyl OH transition near 3575 cm�1 is

both weak and broad for conformers I and III.

Thus, conformers I and II of both radical cationic glycine

and valine dissociate through two distinctly different decom-

position pathways. Conformer I undergoes direct Ca–Ccarboxylic

bond dissociation, whereas conformer II undergoes hydrogen

transfer followed by Ca–Ccarboxylic bond dissociation. Thus

radical cationic reactivity of glycine and valine, which are

a-amino aliphatic carboxylic acids, is shown to be conformation

specific. Conformer III for glycine and valine follows a direct

Ca–Ccarboxylic bond dissociation pathway.

Theoretical results

Specific knowledge of the molecular ion state produced upon

sudden removal of an electron from a molecule is essential in

order to determine the likely fragmentation mechanisms of the

nascent radical cation. Here we determine relevant molecular

ion states produced by vertical ionization at 10.5 eV from

comparison between the computed (at MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ)

EVI and the experimental ionization energy (10.5 eV), coupled

with available photoelectron spectroscopy data42 (Table T1 in

Supporting Information). These analyses indicate that ionization

of lactic acid, pyruvic acid, glycine, and valine at 10.5 eV

efficiently populates only the ground doublet molecular

(radical cation) ion state (D0).

Fig. 8 IR-VUV spectra of valine recorded monitoring the fragment

signal atm/z=72 and 73 amu in the region of OH and NH2 stretching

modes. Colored vertical bars represent calculated (MP2/aug-cc-

pVDZ), scaled (0.96), harmonic frequencies for different conformers

of valine. The IR spectra are reproduced from ref. 41.
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In the one electron model (Koopmans0 theorem),43 removal

of an electron from a neutral molecule creates a hole in the

molecular electronic distribution that resides at the singly

occupied molecular orbital (SOMO) of the nascent radical

cation. The SOMO, therefore, represents the electronic character

of the nascent molecular cation, which specifies the potential

energy landscape for the cation. The hole densities for the

SOMO of the three different conformers of lactic acid and

pyruvic acid at the Franck–Condon point on the D0 surface,

computed at the CASSCF(9,8)/6-31G(d) level of theory, are

shown in Fig. 1. The two colors indicate the plus and minus

phases of wavefunctions. For conformer I of lactic acid, the

SOMO is entirely localized on the a-hydroxy O atom (npO) of

the molecular ion, which is notably perpendicular to the

Ca–Ccarboxylic s bond. For conformer II, the SOMO is

delocalized over the nonbonding orbitals of the a-hydroxy O

(npO), carbonyl O (nsO), and the Ca–Ccarboxylic s bond.

Furthermore, the npO of the a-hydroxyl O atom in conformer

II is almost parallel to the Ca–Ccarboxylic bond. For conformer

III of lactic acid, on the other hand, the SOMO is entirely

localized on the carbonyl O atom (nsO). Therefore, the

localization sites of the hole in the nascent, Franck–Condon,

vertical radical cation of lactic acid on the D0 surface are

clearly conformation specific.

For both conformers I and II of pyruvic acid, the SOMO is

delocalized over the non bonding orbitals of the a-carbonyl O
atom, the carboxylic acid carbonyl O atom, and the

Ca–Ccarboxylic s bond with predominant contribution from

the a-carbonyl O atom. For conformer III, the SOMO is

localized primarily on the a-carbonyl O atom of the radical

cation. Additionally, the npO of the a-carbonyl oxygen atom is

parallel to the Ca–Ccarboxylic bond for all three conformers of

pyruvic acid. Therefore, contrary to the lactic acid conformers,

localization site of the hole in the nascent radical cation

of pyruvic acid on the D0 surface is not entirely conformer

dependent.

The density for the SOMO of the different vertical ion

conformers of glycine and valine on their D0 ion surface

computed at the CASSCF(9,8)/6-31G(d) level of theory are

shown in Fig. 6. For conformers I and III of glycine and

valine, the SOMO is located on the a-amine N (npN) of

the molecular Franck–Condon ion. For glycine, the npN in

conformer I is parallel to the Ca–Ccarboxylic bond and in

conformer III, it is perpendicular to the Ca–Ccarboxylic bond.

Both conformers I and III of valine, however, have an npN
parallel to the Ca–Ccarboxylic bond. For conformer II of glycine

and valine, the SOMO, on the other hand, is primarily

localized on the carbonyl O atom of the molecular ion. These

assignments for the SOMO of a-amino carboxylic acids are in

good agreement with what has been recently suggested for a

structurally similar alanine radical cation by Powis et al.44

Therefore, the localization site for the hole of conformer I and

II of glycine and valine in D0 state is clearly conformation

specific.

Following sudden removal of an electron from a molecule,

the nascent radical cation is typically not formed in its

equilibrium geometry. On the femtosecond time scale, the

Franck–Condon ion will evolve to the adiabatic ion while

lowering its electronic energy through structural rearrangement.

The excess energy (EVI � EAI) due to vertical to adiabatic

evolution is stored in the vibration of the bonds of the

molecular ion under isolated conditions; this vibrational

energy can often cause the dissociation of the radical cation.

In some cases, following vertical to adiabatic evolution of

the ion, hydrogen transfer provides additional excess energy

(EVI-EAI + DHreaction) to surmount the energy barrier for

molecular dissociation.41 The total DHrxn for the rearrangement

reaction can be computed using thermochemical calculations;

however, such calculations alone are not sufficient for the

exploration of fragmentation pathways of radical cation inter-

mediates of bioactive carboxylic acids because a unimolecular

fragmentation reaction is likely to occur through the lowest

activation barrier, not necessarily for the reaction that is most

exothermic. As a result, the energy barrier to the transition

state to form a certain product becomes an important

consideration. In general, a lower barrier for a reaction renders

a unimolecular fragmentation reaction faster; moreover, a lower

activation barrier channel is more likely to dominate if an

equilibrium is not established prior to the reaction.

The product distributions observed through mass spectro-

metry following single photon VUV (10.5 eV) ionization of

a-substituted bioactive aliphatic carboxylic acids indicate that

the initial step in the decomposition of their radical cation

intermediates involves two common mechanisms: (1) a hydrogen

transfer (either from the carboxylic acid group to the

a-substituent or vice versa); and (2) direct Ca–Ccarboxylic bond

dissociation. Therefore, we consider below the theoretical

exploration of these two channels of decomposition in order

to judge which of them is energetically or dynamically more

favorable for a particular conformer.

The potential energy diagrams along the two reaction

pathways (hydrogen transfer and COOH elimination) for

different conformers of radical cationic lactic acid, pyruvic acid,

glycine, and valine on the D0 surfaces, obtained at the

CASSCF(9,8)/6-31G(d) level of theory, are shown in Fig. 9–12,

respectively. The hydrogen transfer pathway is indicated by

adding a suffix ‘a,’ and Ca–Ccarboxylic bond dissociation pathway

is referred including a suffix ‘b’ in the aforementioned figures.

The potential energy diagram of lactic acid on its D0 ion

surface (Fig. 9) reveals that the direct Ca–Ccarboxylic bond

dissociation pathway is the minimum energy pathway

(associated with the lowest activation barrier) for conformers II

and III. Therefore, these two conformers will lead to a

predominately kinetically controlled product at low temperature

through this dissociation channel. The Ca–Ccarboxylic bond

dissociation pathway possesses, however, different exothermicities

for these two conformers (�17 kcal/mol for conformer II and

�8 kcal/mol for conformer III). The hydrogen transfer pathway

(from a-OH to COOH), on the other hand, is computed

to be the minimum energy pathway for conformer I of

lactic acid.

At the CASSCF level, a (D1/D0)CI conical intersection of

lactic acid is localized in the hydrogen transfer reaction

coordinate, as illustrated in Fig. 13. An adiabatic energy gap

between D1 and D0 surfaces in the conical intersection is

calculated to be 400 cm�1, indicating a strong nonadiabatic

coupling between D1 and D0 surfaces. As mentioned previously,

ground electronic surface topology is found to be affected by
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the proximity of the upper excited electronic surface near the

conical intersection.45 Clearly, these results provide further

justification for utilizing a multiconfigurational method such

as CASSCF in order to fully explore such effects.

Furthermore, a hydrogen transfer reaction is considered to

be the minimum energy pathway for conformer I of lactic acid,

regardless of which doublet electronic state is accessed through

the 10.5 eV radiation. The conical intersection located at the

reaction coordinate ensures that similar chemistry will occur

on both the D0 and D1 surfaces.

The potential energy diagram of pyruvic acid on its D0 ion

surface (Fig. 10) indicates that the Ca–Ccarboxylic bond dissociation

is the minimum energy pathway for all three conformers of

pyruvic acid. A zero activation barrier exists in this reaction

coordinate for all three conformers. The computed activation

barrier from the Franck–Condon point on the D0 surface of

pyruvic acid shows hydrogen transfer from COOH to the a-keto
substituent, on the other hand, as a highly endothermic process

(by 8 kcal/mol). Therefore, hydrogen transfer for this cation

should not (and does not) occur for conformer I.

The potential energy diagram for glycine on its D0 surface

(Fig. 11) shows that a Ca–Ccarboxylic bond dissociation is the

minimum energy pathway for conformers I and III. This

reaction coordinate possesses a zero activation energy for

conformer I and an activation energy of 16 kcal/mol for

conformer III. The hydrogen transfer pathway, however, is

the minimum energy pathway for conformer II of glycine. A

zero activation energy barrier exists in the Ca–Ccarboxylic bond

dissociation pathway for conformers I and III of valine

(Fig. 12). The hydrogen transfer pathway for valine is calculated

to be the minimum energy pathway for conformer II.

To obtain further information on the ground doublet ion

surface topology of conformer II of glycine, we investigate the

influence of (D1/D0)CI conical intersection on the ground

surface. The CASSCF calculations reveal that the upper D1

electronic surface for the conformer II is highly nonadiabatically

coupled with D0 surface along the hydrogen transfer reaction

coordinate. A (D1/D0)CI conical intersection is localized in the

hydrogen transfer reaction coordinate of conformer II, which

is illustrated in Fig. 14. The adiabatic energy difference

between the D0 and D1 surfaces near the (D1/D0)CI conical

intersection is calculated to be 500 cm�1, which suggests

strong nonadiabatic coupling between the D1 and D0 surfaces.

Again, the multiconfigurational approach of CASSCF is

justified.

Overall the theoretical results show that initial structures of

the bioactive carboxylic acids have significant influence on

their subsequent reactivity following ionization. Intramolecular

hydrogen bonding can alter the local charge distribution in

Fig. 9 Potential energy diagram for lactic acid on its D0 ion surface

calculated at the CASSCF(9,8)/6-31G(d) level of theory. Two decom-

position pathways are shown: (a) hydrogen transfer, and (b) direct

Ca–Ccarboxylic bond dissociation. Relative energies are in kcal/mol.

Vertical arrows show the accessed Franck–Condon point for the ion.

Fig. 10 Potential energy diagram for pyruvic acid on its D0 ion

surface calculated at the CASSCF(9,8)/6-31G(d) level of theory. Two

decomposition pathways are shown: (a) hydrogen transfer, and

(b) direct Ca–Ccarboxylic bond dissociation. Relative energies are in

kcal/mol. Vertical arrows show the accessed Franck–Condon point for

the ion.
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these radical cation intermediates. Moreover, a relationship

between charge, structure, and reactivity emerges from this

study. If the charge is localized on the carboxylic acid group, a

hydrogen transfer is favored from COOH to the a-substituent.
If the charge is localized on the a-substituent and the

SOMO is parallel to the Ca–Ccarboxylic bond, a charge

transfer occurs to the Ca–Ccarboxylic bond, facilitating a direct

Ca–Ccarboxylic bond dissociation without any activation energy

barrier. These theoretical findings fully corroborate the experi-

mental observations.

Discussion

A number of observations are crucial for understanding the

conformation specific reactivity of radical cation intermediates

of a-substituted bioactive carboxylic acids. Undoubtedly, if

the excess energy, obtained through the vertical to adiabatic

evolution of the molecular ion, is enough to surmount the

activation energy needed to initiate a decomposition reaction,

fragmentation of radical cation intermediates takes place. This

excess energy may also result in the interconversion between

different cation conformations. The interconversion energy

for lactic acid, glycine, and valine on their ground cation

Fig. 11 Potential energy diagram for glycine on its D0 ion surface

calculated at the CASSCF(9,8)/6-31G(d) level of theory. Two decom-

position pathways are shown: (a) hydrogen transfer, and (b) direct

Ca–Ccarboxylic bond dissociation. Relative energies are in kcal/mol.

Vertical arrows show the accessed Franck–Condon point for the ion.

Fig. 12 Potential energy diagram for valine on its D0 ion surface

calculated at the CASSCF(9,8)/6-31G(d) level of theory. Two decom-

position pathways are shown: (a) hydrogen transfer, and (b) direct

Ca–Ccarboxylic bond dissociation. Relative energies are in kcal/mol.

Vertical arrows show the accessed Franck–Condon point for the ion.

Fig. 13 Hydrogen transfer pathways for conformer I with location of

the (D1/D0)CI conical intersection computed at CASSCF(9,8)/

6-31G(d) level of theory.

Fig. 14 Hydrogen transfer pathway for conformer II of glycine with

localization of (D1/D0)CI. FC = Franck–Condon.
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surface is computed to be within the range of 2–6 kcal/mol,

which is much smaller than the available excess energy

(ranging from 10 to 20 kcal/mol) stored in the molecular

vibrations following vertical ionization. Therefore, identical

products could possibly be generated from different conformers

through interconversion following ionization, which can

diminish conformation specific behavior. This consideration,

however, can be ruled out: the significant difference in IR

spectra (Fig. 3 and 8 for lactic acid and valine, respectively)

recorded by monitoring the fragment signals does not suggest

such an interconversion. The IR spectra recorded at different

fragment signals are distinctly different for lactic acid and

valine,41 and they do not appear to be the superposition

of two or more components. This suggests that VUV photo-

ionization does not induce interconversion of the radical

cation intermediates of lactic acid and valine. Instead, different

conformers move along different reaction pathways following

ionization. Thus, the vertical to adiabatic evolution and

subsequent fragmentation are faster than the conformational

interconversion. The fragmentation dynamics of the radical

cation intermediates of these two bioactive carboxylic acids

studied in the present work are, therefore, predicted to be

ultrafast so that each molecule retains the memory of its

original conformation.

Both the mechanism for radical cation formation (e.g.,

electron impact or single photon ionization) and the radical

cation’s position on the ion potential energy surface (e.g.,

Franck–Condon, adiabatic, etc.) can be essential factors for

the radical cation relaxation and/or unimolecular reaction.

Details of the PES barriers for conformer interconversion and

fragmentation reactions control the initial radical cation

behavior: which pathway will dominate depends entirely on

which part of the PES is accessed by the molecule following

photoionization. This fact is directly evidenced by the present

IR-VUV spectroscopic study of lactic acid and by our previous

valine study.41 The vibrational features observed in the

pyruvic acid parent mass channel arise from contributions

from different conformers present in the molecular beam. No

vibrational features are observed in the fragment ion mass

channel.

The theoretical results demonstrate that the direct

Ca–Ccarboxylic bond dissociation channel requires a specific

conformational orientation such that the SOMO (usually a

nonbonding p-orbital) on the a-substituent stays parallel to

the Ca–Ccarboxylic s bond (see the following structures: TS1b,

AD2b, and TS3b of lactic acid in Fig. 9; TS1b, TS3b of

glycine in Fig. 11; and TS1b, TS3b of valine in Fig. 12). This

suitable geometrical orientation facilitates hole migration

from 2pO (SOMO) to the Ca–Ccarboxylic s bond. This charge

migration (or hole transfer) initiates direct Ca–Ccarboxylic bond

dissociation because the bond that breaks is the one to

which the hole is finally localized in the radical cation.

Conformers that have the SOMO localized on the a-substituent
and parallel to the Ca–Ccarboxylic bond at the Franck–

Condon point on the cationic surface, can undergo ultrafast

(expected to be on attosecond time scale)46,47 charge migration

from the a-substituent to the Ca–Ccarboxylic bond and can

thereby generate direct COOH elimination products. Such

conformers include conformer II of lactic acid, all three

conformers of pyruvic acid, conformer I of glycine, and

conformers I and III of valine. All these conformers require

no activation energy for the Ca–Ccarboxylic bond dissociation

reaction pathway from the Franck–Condon point on the D0

surface (Fig. 9–12).

Conformers for which the SOMO is localized on the

a-substituent and for which a structural rearrangement is

required to make the SOMO parallel to the Ca–Ccarboxylic

bond possess a finite activation barrier for the Ca–Ccarboxylic

bond dissociation. This mechanism is exemplified by conformer I

of lactic acid and conformer III of glycine. Conformers for

which the SOMO is localized on the carboxylic acid group

undergo hydrogen transfer from the carboxylic acid group to

the a-substituent. This mechanism occurs for conformer III of

lactic acid and conformer II of glycine and valine.

Thus, conformation specific reactivity of radical cation

intermediates is solely directed by two specific properties of

the molecular ion: 1. the specific localization of the charge;

and 2. the initial intramolecular hydrogen bonding structure.

The hydrogen bonding structure of these species can favor

or hinder charge migration and hydrogen transfer. This

conclusion is consistent with the idea of a ‘charge directed

reactivity’ of peptides observed by Weinkauf et al.23a Their

study finds that fragmentation products of peptides, generated

by vertical ionization, depend upon specific peptide sequences

that can assist or hinder hole migration. Weinkauf et al.23b

later modeled charge propagation within a peptide as arising

from a steric requirement for bond alignment along the

peptide chain to facilitate hole migration. We also find similar

steric requirements for charge transfer to occur from the

SOMO on the a-substituent to the Ca–Ccarboxylic bond for

a-substituted carboxylic acids. Thus a ‘through bond’

mechanism45 is supported for charge migration. Knowledge

of the relative timescales (barriers) of charge transfer, hydrogen

transfer, and structural change is essential in order to obtain

further detailed insights on the interplay of these three

processes for the reactivity of radical cation intermediates of

a-substituted bioactive carboxylic acids.

Radical cationic pyruvic acid shows a special stability with

respect to lactic acid, glycine, and valine. A qualitative

comparison of mass spectral intensities between the parent

ion and fragment ion signals for pyruvic acid indicates that

less than 45% of pyruvic acid parent ions dissociate following

VUV ionization at 10.5 eV. Our present computational results

show that single photon ionization of pyruvic acid at 10.5 eV

provides sufficient excess vibrational energy (EVI – EAI) to

surmount the energy barrier for dissociation on the ground ion

surface. In fact, C–C bond dissociation is predicted to be

barrierless from the Franck–Condon point on the adiabatic

ion surface. Therefore, complete fragmentation can be

expected for this molecular ion; however, our experimental

results do not support such a conclusion. A recent theoretical

study by Raczyńska et al.12 has shown that p-delocalization of

the positive charge following enolization of the a-keto form

provides extra stability to the radical cation intermediate of

pyruvic acid. A similar stabilization effect does not exist for

the lactic acid radical cation. Difference in the ionization

energy for the two molecules [EVI(pyruvic) � EVI(lactic),

0.023 eV] (Table T1 in Supporting Information) has little
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effect on the differences in their fragmentation pathways, as

the excess photon energy (10.5 eV � EVI) following ionization

is converted into photoelectron kinetic energy due to energy

conservation (EK=Ehn � EVI): fragmentation is governed by

the excess vibrational energy [EVI � EAI, 0.81 eV (calculated

from Fig. 10)] of the cation and the shape of potential energy

surface leading to the adiabatic ion state.

Thermochemical calculations (Reaction R1 in Supporting

Information) for lactic acid predict that the two fragment ions

at m/z = 30 and 44 amu can be generated on the cation’s

ground PESs of lactic acid, following 10.5 eV vertical photo-

ionization. Photoionization of lactic acid at 10.5 eV does

not evidence a fragment at mass channel m/z = 45 amu

corresoponding to direct Ca–Ccarboxylic bond dissociation, as

this fragment can further dissociate to the m/z = 30 amu ion.

Electron impact (EI) ionization,48 which generates the

m/z= 45 amu ion, is not directly relevant to the photoionization

results because EI ionization does not necessarily place the

created ion at the Franck–Condon point or even on the same

PES as does photoionization.49

Conclusions

In this work, we illustrate the conformation specific and

charge directed reactivity of the radical cation intermediates

of lactic acid, pyruvic acid, glycine, and valine. The conformation

specificity and charge directed reactivity suggested for these

systems can be generalized for radical cation intermediate

behavior for all bioactive carboxylic acids. Lactic acid,

glycine, and valine, when ionized to the lowest vertical

ionization region, undergo complete and conformation specific

fragmentation. Conformational analysis for each molecule

is carried out through IR spectroscopy complemented by

theoretical results.

Conformers of these molecules, for which the a-substituent
donates a hydrogen bond to the carboxylic acid group, favor

either Ca–Ccarboxylic bond dissociation or hydrogen transfer

from the a-substituent to the carboxylic acid group. The

hydrogen transfer, however, depends on the activation barrier

and the relative orientation of the singly occupied molecular

orbital with respect to the Ca–Ccarboxylic bond. Conformers

for which the a-substituent of these molecules accepts a

hydrogen bond from the carboxylic acid OH facilitate

hydrogen transfer from the carboxylic acid OH to the

a-substituent. Pyruvic acid, on the other hand, does not

undergo complete dissociation following ionization, resulting

in a stable radical cation. We have identified two different

conformers of pyruvic acid, both of which undergo, to

some extent, Ca–Ccarboxylic dissociation; however, the reaction

pathways associated with Ca–Ccarboxylic dissociation for the

two conformers have different exothermicities. Thus,

the reactivity and stability of radical cationic bioactive

carboxylic acids is dependent on the properties of their

original conformations.

Ab initio calculations show that the electronic hole (positive

charge) in the nascent radical cationic lactic acid, glycine, and

valine is primarily localized on the hydroxyl O or amine N

atom if the a-substituent donates a hydrogen bond to the

carboxylic acid group (conformers I and II of lactic acid,

and I and II of glycine and valine). This structure favors

either Ca–Ccarboxylic bond dissociation or hydrogen transfer

from the a-substituent to the carboxylic acid group. The

actual mechanism, however, depends on the relative

orientation of the SOMO with respect to the Ca–Ccarboxylic

s-bond and the activation barrier associated with the reaction

coordinate. If the a-substituent accepts a hydrogen bond

from the carboxylic acid OH group (conformer III of lactic

acid and II of glycine and valine), a stabilization effect due to

hydrogen bonding lowers the energy of the lone pair orbitals

of the a-substituent. In this case, the hole is localized on

the carboxylic acid group, and this structure facilitates

hydrogen transfer from carboxylic acid OH to the a-substituent.
Thus, different structural orientations of the molecule give

rise to different fragmentation patterns in a-hydroxy and

a-amino aliphatic bioactive carboxylic acids: the reactivity

of these systems is primarily governed by the local charge

distribution.

The pyruvic acid radical cation, generated near its lowest

vertical ionization region, does not completely undergo

fragmentation. Two different conformers (I and II) of pyruvic

acid are identified by recording IR spectra monitoring the

parent ion signal. Both conformers undergo, to some extent,

the Ca–Ccarboxylic bond dissociation; however, theoretical

calculations infer that different exothermicities of the reaction

associated with the two conformers may provide different

energy distributions for the products (COOH and H3CCO
+).

Comparison of the IR spectra with the calculated harmonic

frequencies of different conformers has enabled the identification

of conformers with particular fragment channels. The IR

spectra obtained at fragment and parent mass channels are

in good agreement with the scaled (0.96) harmonic calculated

harmonic frequencies of different conformers of lactic acid,

valine, glycine, and pyruvic acid. Therefore, although signal to

noise ratio in these spectra is not optimal for the features

associated with hydrogen bonded or free OH and NH2 groups,

comparison of experiment and theory provides clear information

about the conformers.

In order to study the role of the local ion environment on

conformation specific reactivity and stability of isolated

biomolecules further, we have started experiments on simple

a-substituted amides, and b-hydroxy/thiol amino acids. All

these hitherto unexplored systems are in principle open to

IR-VUV photoionization spectroscopic study. Other experiments

that would be helpful in further exploring conformation

specificity for the reactivity of radical cation intermediates

include velocity map imaging experiments to measure different

components of translational energy distribution following

Ca–Ccarboxylic bond dissociation from different conformers,

and photoelectron spectroscopy to determine the molecular

ion states. Also, theoretical exploration of the relative time

scales of charge transfer, hydrogen transfer, and structural

rearrangement for a particular conformer of bioactive carboxylic

acids would be advantageous.
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